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Hebert Dental takes pride in its team of highly qualified and 
competent professionals. You can count on our Eau Claire 
dentists, dental hygienists, and administrative staff to 

provide you with the care and service you deserve. Our practice has 
two of the most highly skilled and experienced dentists in Eau Claire. 

Dr. Hebert began our practice in 1975 and envisioned a dental 
practice that would treat patients with the highest level of skill, 
expertise, and care. He took the initiative to make our office amalgam 
and mercury free and we’ve maintained that for more than 35 years! 

Dr. Tarpenning joined our practice in 2000 and has spent 
hundreds of hours on post-doctoral training with a focus on complex 
restorative dentistry and dental implants. 

Our fabulous doctors may focus on different fields, but both of them 
offer the same level of attention and compassion to their patients. 

Dr. Sean Tarpenning
ABOUT YOUR DOCTOR 

Dr. Hebert is a Wisconsin native, who grew up in Chippewa Falls where he met and married his wife, Jean. Dr. Hebert spends his

spare time with his 12 grandchildren. His hobbies include anything outdoors and making maple syrup in the spring time. He enjoys

sharing the great outdoors with his patients through the windows of his treatment rooms. You can see various forms of wildlife,

including deer, squirrels, turkeys and different types of birds too. Dr.Hebert feels it’s a very serene setting to be able to do dentistry in.

Dr. Hebert has a self-diagnosed sweet tooth so he was able to see firsthand what dentistry was all about. When he was a child, Dr.

Hebert ate A LOT of candy. He and his cousins would go trick-or-treating around Chippewa Falls and he’d collect enough candy to last

him an entire year! He kept his candy stashed in his closet and each night, right before bed, he’d sneak a piece to enjoy before he fell 

asleep. It was because of this bad habit that Dr. Hebert got to know his dentist quite well and made frequent visits to the dentist. As you 

can imagine, this wasn’t his favorite thing to do but he always appreciated the care his dentist gave him. His dentist never ridiculed or

judged him, which is part of Dr. Hebert’s chair-side manner still today. One day, as Dr. Hebert was leaving the dental office, his mother

took his hands in hers and said, “Tom, your hands are the hands of a dentist”. He still remembers the day she said that and it inspired 

him. She planted the notion for him to one day be a dentist with her prophetic words.

Years went by as Dr. Hebert went to the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire, first majoring in pre-med and then diverging into a career

of teaching. He had an opportunity to teach seventh graders in Hawaii on the small island of Kauai. However, after moving, he applied 

for his driver’s license and he almost failed his test! So he had his eyes checked and within two weeks he was wearing bifocals... but he 

was now able to read all night long. Something about all that reading made Dr. Hebert decide to give up teaching and head back to 

college. He knew more than ever that he wanted to be in the healthcare professions. Eventually he received the most important letter of

his life: the acceptance letter to the graduating class of 1975 at Marquette University School of Dentistry. He’s been changing lives

ever since.

Dr. Hebert focuses on your unique needs and desired results and his specialty is restorative dentistry. He hasn’t placed any silver

amalgam (mercury) filings since the early 1980’s. His practice is well known for being amalgam free and helping people have a mouth 

free of silver fillings. For over 35 years, Hebert Dental has been providing caring, quality dentistry for the families of West Central 

Wisconsin. Our approach to dentistry is simple; we treat each patient with the thoughtfulness and respect they deserve, while 

performing dentistry of the highest standards. At Hebert Dental, our goal is to create lifetime patients. We accomplish this by

recognizing that each patient is a unique individual with unique needs and by confidently standing behind the quality and integrity of our

treatment.

Dr. Hebert has surrounded himself with an excellent group of people to work with in a building that is much like a second home to his

staff as well as many patients. Dr. Hebert gets the privilege to work with his dental partner, Dr. Sean Tarpenning, and his associate, Dr.

Christopher Buege. He also works alongside three full time hygienists, his dedicated assistants, as well as 20 other supporting staff

members. The entire staff of Hebert Dental is dedicated to giving each and every patient the best quality of care. We look forward to

meeting new patients and appreciate the opportunity to explore together how we may help you achieve your dental goals.

One of the greatest gifts a person can receive is confidence to smile without self-consciousness or embarrassment: The sort of smile 

that opens doors socially and professionally for the rest of your life.

“The gift of a smile is NOT expensive….It’s Priceless.”  Dr. Hebert 

Dr. Thomas Hebert
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Hebert Dental takes pride in its team of highly qualified and
competent professionals. You can count on our Eau Claire

dentists, dental hygienists, and administrative staff to provide you 
with the care and service you deserve. Our practice has four of the 
most highly skilled and experienced dentists in Eau Claire.

Dr. Hebert began our practice in 1975 and envisioned a dental practice 
that would treat patients with the highest level of skill, expertise, and 
care. He took the initiative to make our office amalgam and mercury 
free and we’ve maintained that for more than 45 years!

Dr. Tarpenning joined our practice in 2000 and has spent hundreds of 
hours on post-doctoral training with a focus on complex restorative 
dentistry and dental implants.

Dr. Joe and Dr. Tollefson are our newest associates and have an interest 
in endodontics and oral surgery. They are passionate about developing 
long lasting relationships and making our patients feel like family. 

Our wonderful doctors may focus on different fields, but all of them offer 
the same level of attention and compassion to all their patients.
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Dr. Hebert is a Wisconsin native, who grew up in Chippewa Falls where he met and married his wife, Jean. Dr. Hebert spends his

spare time with his 12 grandchildren. His hobbies include anything outdoors and making maple syrup in the spring time. He enjoys

sharing the great outdoors with his patients through the windows of his treatment rooms. You can see various forms of wildlife,

including deer, squirrels, turkeys and different types of birds too. Dr.Hebert feels it’s a very serene setting to be able to do dentistry in.

Dr. Hebert has a self-diagnosed sweet tooth so he was able to see firsthand what dentistry was all about. When he was a child, Dr.

Hebert ate A LOT of candy. He and his cousins would go trick-or-treating around Chippewa Falls and he’d collect enough candy to last

him an entire year! He kept his candy stashed in his closet and each night, right before bed, he’d sneak a piece to enjoy before he fell 

asleep. It was because of this bad habit that Dr. Hebert got to know his dentist quite well and made frequent visits to the dentist. As you 

can imagine, this wasn’t his favorite thing to do but he always appreciated the care his dentist gave him. His dentist never ridiculed or

judged him, which is part of Dr. Hebert’s chair-side manner still today. One day, as Dr. Hebert was leaving the dental office, his mother

took his hands in hers and said, “Tom, your hands are the hands of a dentist”. He still remembers the day she said that and it inspired 

him. She planted the notion for him to one day be a dentist with her prophetic words.

Years went by as Dr. Hebert went to the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire, first majoring in pre-med and then diverging into a career

of teaching. He had an opportunity to teach seventh graders in Hawaii on the small island of Kauai. However, after moving, he applied 

for his driver’s license and he almost failed his test! So he had his eyes checked and within two weeks he was wearing bifocals... but he 

was now able to read all night long. Something about all that reading made Dr. Hebert decide to give up teaching and head back to 

college. He knew more than ever that he wanted to be in the healthcare professions. Eventually he received the most important letter of

his life: the acceptance letter to the graduating class of 1975 at Marquette University School of Dentistry. He’s been changing lives

ever since.

Dr. Hebert focuses on your unique needs and desired results and his specialty is restorative dentistry. He hasn’t placed any silver

amalgam (mercury) filings since the early 1980’s. His practice is well known for being amalgam free and helping people have a mouth 

free of silver fillings. For over 35 years, Hebert Dental has been providing caring, quality dentistry for the families of West Central 

Wisconsin. Our approach to dentistry is simple; we treat each patient with the thoughtfulness and respect they deserve, while 

performing dentistry of the highest standards. At Hebert Dental, our goal is to create lifetime patients. We accomplish this by

recognizing that each patient is a unique individual with unique needs and by confidently standing behind the quality and integrity of our

treatment.

Dr. Hebert has surrounded himself with an excellent group of people to work with in a building that is much like a second home to his

staff as well as many patients. Dr. Hebert gets the privilege to work with his dental partner, Dr. Sean Tarpenning, and his associate, Dr.

Christopher Buege. He also works alongside three full time hygienists, his dedicated assistants, as well as 20 other supporting staff

members. The entire staff of Hebert Dental is dedicated to giving each and every patient the best quality of care. We look forward to

meeting new patients and appreciate the opportunity to explore together how we may help you achieve your dental goals.

One of the greatest gifts a person can receive is confidence to smile without self-consciousness or embarrassment: The sort of smile 

that opens doors socially and professionally for the rest of your life.

“The gift of a smile is NOT expensive….It’s Priceless.”  Dr. Hebert 

Dr. Thomas Hebert
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DOCTOR EXPERIENCE 

 

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 

 

SOMETHING for EVERYONE 

PAYMENT OPTIONS 

PATIENT SATISFACTION ✩ ✩ ✩ ✩ ✩

  

Hebert Dental is home to two incredible doctors; Dr. Hebert and Dr. Tarpenning. Combined, 
these doctors have over 60 years of experience! Hebert Dental opened its doors in Eau Claire in 
1975. Dr. Hebert strongly believed in a team of healthcare professionals that will take amazing 
care of their patients. Through all the growth and development, Dr. Hebert’s vision is still in 
place today, 40 years later. You’ll see it in our facility and the most up-to-date dental techniques. 
We invite you to come smile with us! 

 We offer a dynamic combination of advanced technologies in one convenient location.  
Our intra-oral photos let you see and understand what’s going on. Additionally, our 3-D 
dentistry with cone beam computerized tomography allows us to visualize internal anatomy 
and plan treatments and surgeries much more accurately than ever before. 

 We offer treatments that everyone can benefit from, including: sedation dentistry, dental 
implants, amalgam-free dental fillings, cosmetic dentistry, Whitening for Life, and ZOOM! 
whitening options, as well as dentures and emergency care. 

We are contracted with numerous dental insurance plans and we submit claims to most out  
of network insurance plans, too. Aside from insurance benefits, we also have payment options 
to work with many budgets and we offer extended payment plans through Wells Fargo. 

 
You can hear directly from our patients and read our  
5 STAR REVIEWS on Google.com by searching Hebert Dental.
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I am extremely grateful for Dr. Hebert and his professional, compassionate, 
insightful and communicative staff. They all went above and beyond meeting 
my dental care needs and I believe helped in the healing of my “white coat” 
syndrome. I especially appreciate their approach to dental care as a whole 
health/whole person learning opportunity.
       Melisa

I started my journey with Hebert Dental one day when I noticed an ad that 
said “free exam and x-ray” and thought why not. I have dental insurance. So 
I made the appointment and yikes! I had cavities galore, and my fair share 
of broken teeth. I was more than embarrassed, but the staff and Dr. T. (Sean 
Tarpenning), were so nice and didn’t pass any judgement. Dr. T. was able to 
assess a plan for me and at that time my insurance wasn’t the greatest and I 
couldn’t afford it. A year later I ended up changing jobs and my insurance 
through my new job got me a great discount just for being in network. So, we 
started treatment and Dr. T. got rid of all my bacteria filled, decaying teeth. 
That was over the course of a year. My mouth has never felt better. I also got 
discounts along the way for making appointments ahead of time and keeping 
those appointments. And then my latest appointment, Dr. T. gave me my smile 
back. My two front top teeth were in such bad shape I was always hesitant on 
smiling. I’m still unsure about smiling only because I’ve had to hide it for so 
long but every time I look in the mirror, I can’t help but smile. Thank you Dr. 
T. and all the staff for the great work you guys do, and I’m looking forward to 
continuing this journey to getting a healthier smile.
       Tony

Definitely an at home relaxing atmosphere. Dr. Tarpenning and the rest 
of the staff are easy to get along with. I was not judged in any way about 
the condition of my mouth. They look for the best treatment option for YOU.  
Dr. Tarpenning is also very gentle and careful not to cause added pain.

I am somebody who will not go back if I feel belittled in anyway. Will I 
continue to call Hebert Dental my dental clinic? ABSOLUTELY!
       Stacy

I just love going to the dentist! Yes you read that right, I do love it! At Hebert 
Dental not only are you treated very professionally, you are also treated like  
a very good friend. I walk out of the office feeling like a treasured patient. 
Thank you Hebert Dental!
       Pam

“What Will It Cost For Me To Get My Teeth Fixed”...
And Answers To Other Good Questions.

Our unique type of dental care means that for almost every patient there is still hope and 
there will be several options of care to choose from. After you choose an option to solve 
your dental problems, you’ll feel great about yourself having regained the normal chewing, 
long-lasting beauty, and comfort that you deserve.

Dentistry that works well and lasts is an investment. The good news is that you will have a 
hard time naming another investment you can make in yourself that provides the dividends 
of a pleasing smile and comfortable chewing 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Prospective patients often ask, “What’s a ball park on cost?” Attempting to give you an exact 
range of costs for your specific situation over the phone is impossible since your problems 
and needs are unique just to you. We could have a “one size fits all fee”, but some patients 
would greatly underpay and others would greatly overpay. Hardly anyone would think that 
was fair!

So what we do, depending on your situation, is have a consultation and dental examination 
done so that we can give you an estimate concerning fees, up front, so you know what 
you’ll be responsible for BEFORE any work is done. No pressure, no surprises.

What kind of payment options do we offer?
We offer many discounts; discounts for senior citizens and military are available, as well as for 
cash, check and credit cards, to name a few. Long term interest free payment options are also 
available, subject to credit approval and availability.

What kind of dental insurance do we take?
We “take” most forms of dental insurance. If you want to know about a specific plan or 
policy or have questions we have our own dental insurance “guru” on staff who can help 
you. You can e-mail her at sarah@hebertdental.com or call our office and ask for Sarah.

How do you find out my insurance benefits?
We call or view your benefits online and from there we calculate an estimated patient 
portion that we ask you to pay the day of your treatment. If time permits between diagnosis 
and treatment appointment we’ll also send a pre-determination of benefits to confirm this 
estimate. If there are limitations, downgrades or possible alternate benefits that may apply we 
may need to send a pre-determination before quoting any estimated patient portion. Pre-
determinations can take anywhere from 2-8 weeks for your insurance to process depending 
on your specific plan. In addition, we highly recommend you check your dental benefits with 
your insurance provider before coming to our office to ensure that there are no surprises!
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Patients Guide To Finding The Right Dental Care Professionals                                                    ©2012 Hebert Dental

READ ME FIRST!

What Other Patients Found Worked Well For Their Consultations

Before Your First Appointment: 
Enclosed in this packet are a few forms we ask that you Þll out prior to your appointment. These forms include:

  ___  Patient Registration & Health History (Yellow)
            ___  HIPPA Privacy Notice

 
 ___  Financial Policy

In order for the doctor to help you the most, Þll out the enclosed forms as soon as possible and bring 
it to your appointment.

First Appointment:
Your initial visit is your opportunity to get a chance to share your concerns, problems, and past and present 
dental issues with us. Our job is to simply listen and understand your concerns.

Then, with your permission, so that we can more thoroughly understand your concerns, we will perform a thorough 
dental examination. 

This includes necessary digital dental x-rays, analysis of the x-rays, a tooth by tooth exam, oral cancer screening, 
and a thorough periodontal screening. Finally, we use a special camera to examine your teeth, and may 
also perform a bacteriological screening test if you are someone who is susceptible to getting cavities.

After this examination you will have some time to speak with the doctor about what we discovered during 

handle your concerns. 

For others with more complex dental issues, your doctor may recommend a complete dental physical

Either way, we will review any fees involved in your treatment and go over all of our many payment options. 

From there, you can decide:  
  (a) IF you want to work with us.
  (b) What you want to do.
  (c) How fast or slow you'd like to proceed with any treatment.

Honestly, if this sounds a bit old fashioned, it is. We like to take the time to get to know our patients, understand 
your concerns, and use technology, expert training and education to help us along the way. 

   About Your Consultation & Exam

 
 ___  Insurance Form

(See below for more information). 

    

your exam. For some, this is all of the information we need to inform you of all options you have that will 

            ___  LBR Form
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___ Patient Registration & Health History (Yellow)     ___ HIPPA Privacy Notice   
___ Financial Policy     ___ Insurance Form     ___ LBR Form

In order for the doctor to help you the most, fill out the enclosed forms as soon as possible and bring it to 
your appointment.

First Appointment:
Your initial visit is your opportunity to share your concerns, problems, and past and present dental issues with 
us. Our job is to simply listen and understand your concerns.

Then, with your permission, so that we can more thoroughly understand your concerns, we will perform a 
thorough dental examination.

This includes necessary digital dental x-rays, analysis of the x-rays, a tooth by tooth exam, oral cancer 
screening, and a thorough periodontal screening. 

After this examination you will have some time to speak with the doctor about what we discovered during your 
exam. For some, this is all of the information we need to inform you of all options you have that will handle 
your concerns.

For others with more complex dental issues, the doctor may recommend a complete dental physical (see 
below for more information).

Either way, we will review any fees involved in your treatment and go over all of our many payment options. 
From there, you can decide:
 (a) IF you want to work with us.
 (b) What you want to do.
 (c) How fast or slow you’d like to proceed with any treatment.

Honestly, if this sounds a bit old fashioned, it is. We like to take the time to get to know our patients, 
understand your concerns, and use technology, expert training and education to help us along the way.

For Those With More Complex Dental Issues 

Complete Dental Physical Visit: 2nd Visit
If the doctor feels you have more complex dental concerns and can benefit from their special methods of 
care, more diagnostic information may be needed to develop your options for care. This takes place at a 
second visit for free (around 60 minutes in length) where photos, models of your mouth, bacterial analysis, 
and other data are gathered. After the doctor has all this information, they’ll look it over carefully and come 
up with the best options for your situation. They will also create a detailed written report which will lay out 
all of your specific dental issues and options you may take to solve them.

Second Consultation (To Discuss Your Options): 3rd Visit
About a week after your Complete Dental Physical appointment, the doctor will be ready to discuss the 
options that will work best for your situation along with the time and cost involved.
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Advanced Technologies in the 21st Century Dental Practice

We offer a dynamic combination of advanced technologies in one convenient location. 
Many practices would refer you to several offices to accomplish the same care. The best 
that dentistry has to offer combined with personal service and down to earth discussion 
of your care will make your experience with your doctor at Hebert Dental different from 
other practices.

Intra-oral Camera Photos – 
let you see and understand what’s going on

This is not only a diagnostic tool for us, but an 
educational supplement for you.

It helps us to locate small pits and cracks that might 
be harboring disease. This up-close information is 
immediately available to both you and your doctor on a 
TV monitor in the private room.

This visual feedback also helps you to see certain features in your mouth, and better 
understand our recommendations. For instance, it’s possible to see the damage caused by old, 
metal amalgam fillings that expand and contract, and can cause cracking and breaking.

3-D Dentistry  
with Cone Beam Computerized Tomography

See your teeth in 3 dimensions! This technology 
allows the doctors to see things that are impossible 
to see with 2-D x-rays. We can visualize internal 
anatomy and plan treatments and surgeries much 
more accurately than ever before. It also allows us to 
evaluate crooked, crowded or impacted teeth, and 
much much more.

With Sedation Dentistry, You Can Be Relaxed!

Even the most fearful clients can say goodbye to the 
white knuckle experience of going to the dentist.

If you’ve avoided the dentist for years due to bad experiences in the past, you can now 
comfortably snooze through even the most complex care.

Complex treatment that used to require many visits or even months of treatment can now be 
completed in as little as one single visit with our methods.
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What Other Patients Found Worked Well For Their Consultations

Before Your First Appointment: 
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 ___  Financial Policy

In order for the doctor to help you the most, Þll out the enclosed forms as soon as possible and bring 
it to your appointment.

First Appointment:
Your initial visit is your opportunity to get a chance to share your concerns, problems, and past and present 
dental issues with us. Our job is to simply listen and understand your concerns.

Then, with your permission, so that we can more thoroughly understand your concerns, we will perform a thorough 
dental examination. 

This includes necessary digital dental x-rays, analysis of the x-rays, a tooth by tooth exam, oral cancer screening, 
and a thorough periodontal screening. Finally, we use a special camera to examine your teeth, and may 
also perform a bacteriological screening test if you are someone who is susceptible to getting cavities.

After this examination you will have some time to speak with the doctor about what we discovered during 

handle your concerns. 

For others with more complex dental issues, your doctor may recommend a complete dental physical

Either way, we will review any fees involved in your treatment and go over all of our many payment options. 

From there, you can decide:  
  (a) IF you want to work with us.
  (b) What you want to do.
  (c) How fast or slow you'd like to proceed with any treatment.

Honestly, if this sounds a bit old fashioned, it is. We like to take the time to get to know our patients, understand 
your concerns, and use technology, expert training and education to help us along the way. 

   About Your Consultation & Exam

 
 ___  Insurance Form

(See below for more information). 

    

your exam. For some, this is all of the information we need to inform you of all options you have that will 

            ___  LBR Form
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us. Our job is to simply listen and understand your concerns.

Then, with your permission, so that we can more thoroughly understand your concerns, we will perform a 
thorough dental examination.

This includes necessary digital dental x-rays, analysis of the x-rays, a tooth by tooth exam, oral cancer 
screening, and a thorough periodontal screening. 

After this examination you will have some time to speak with the doctor about what we discovered during your 
exam. For some, this is all of the information we need to inform you of all options you have that will handle 
your concerns.

For others with more complex dental issues, the doctor may recommend a complete dental physical (see 
below for more information).

Either way, we will review any fees involved in your treatment and go over all of our many payment options. 
From there, you can decide:
 (a) IF you want to work with us.
 (b) What you want to do.
 (c) How fast or slow you’d like to proceed with any treatment.

Honestly, if this sounds a bit old fashioned, it is. We like to take the time to get to know our patients, 
understand your concerns, and use technology, expert training and education to help us along the way.

For Those With More Complex Dental Issues 

Complete Dental Physical Visit: 2nd Visit
If the doctor feels you have more complex dental concerns and can benefit from their special methods of 
care, more diagnostic information may be needed to develop your options for care. This takes place at a 
second visit for free (around 60 minutes in length) where photos, models of your mouth, bacterial analysis, 
and other data are gathered. After the doctor has all this information, they’ll look it over carefully and come 
up with the best options for your situation. They will also create a detailed written report which will lay out 
all of your specific dental issues and options you may take to solve them.

Second Consultation (To Discuss Your Options): 3rd Visit
About a week after your Complete Dental Physical appointment, the doctor will be ready to discuss the 
options that will work best for your situation along with the time and cost involved.
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all of your specific dental issues and options you may take to solve them.

Second Consultation (To Discuss Your Options): 3rd Visit
About a week after your Complete Dental Physical appointment, the doctor will be ready to discuss the 
options that will work best for your situation along with the time and cost involved.
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This is not only a diagnostic tool for us, but an 
educational supplement for you.

It helps us to locate small pits and cracks that might 
be harboring disease. This up-close information is 
immediately available to both you and your doctor on a 
TV monitor in the private room.

This visual feedback also helps you to see certain features in your mouth, and better 
understand our recommendations. For instance, it’s possible to see the damage caused by old, 
metal amalgam fillings that expand and contract, and can cause cracking and breaking.

3-D Dentistry  
with Cone Beam Computerized Tomography

See your teeth in 3 dimensions! This technology 
allows the doctors to see things that are impossible 
to see with 2-D x-rays. We can visualize internal 
anatomy and plan treatments and surgeries much 
more accurately than ever before. It also allows us to 
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much much more.

With Sedation Dentistry, You Can Be Relaxed!

Even the most fearful clients can say goodbye to the 
white knuckle experience of going to the dentist.

If you’ve avoided the dentist for years due to bad experiences in the past, you can now 
comfortably snooze through even the most complex care.

Complex treatment that used to require many visits or even months of treatment can now be 
completed in as little as one single visit with our methods.
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options that will work best for your situation along with the time and cost involved.
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Dental Lasers

We use lasers for a procedure we call LBR - laser 
bacterial reduction to reduce bacteria levels to help 
your gum tissues stay healthy. They can also be used to 
help your body regenerate broken-down gum tissues. 
A few of the many benefits of LBR:
•  Boost the immune system – “A healthy mouth can  

add ten years to your life.” Founders of Mayo Clinic 
•  Kills periodontal disease bacteria – The laser stops 

infection before it causes physical destruction or loss 
of bony support around your teeth. 

•  Prevents cross contamination – Decontamination minimizes the chance that we inadvertently  
pick up bacterial infection in one area of the mouth and move it to another.

We can use the laser to speed the recovery of cold sores, remove annoying lumps and bumps,  
and treat sensitive teeth.

The laser can also be used to gently and artistically refashion the gum line. It can turn short teeth  
or a gummy smile into the smile you’ve always wanted. It also improves the result and accuracy  
of complicated dental procedures.

Advanced Local Antibiotics Puts Treatment in Just the Spot That Needs It

For clients undergoing treatment to halt infections in the gum and bones 
that cause tooth loss, our hygienists often use a type of antibiotic that is 
completely painless. The antibiotic is more effective because the infection 
is “hit hard” by its direct application to the problem area. It also means that 

you don’t expose your whole body to an antibiotic, so that medicine will 
remain more effective in the future against bacteria.

Medical Topical Anesthetic Pastes Ensure No More Pain

Say good-bye to feeling the dreaded anesthetic needle. We use a medical 
breakthrough that is a special medical grade anesthetic paste. It allows for 
more comfortable injections.

Dental Implants (Tooth replacement) The ultimate in dentistry
Replace missing teeth, bridges, dentures, and partial dentures in order to 
allow you to return to normal chewing. For those with dentures or with 
missing teeth, implants are the most life changing service dentistry offers. 
Implants stop bone loss and facial changes related to missing teeth. They can 
also offer an alternative to root canals in some cases and reduces the chance 
of further tooth loss over all other treatment options.
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With Sedation Dentistry, You Can Be Relaxed!

Even the most fearful clients can say goodbye to the white knuckle experience of going to the dentist.

If you've avoided the dentist for years due to bad experiences in the past, you can now comfortably snooze through 
even the most complex care.

Complex treatment that used to require many visits or even months of treatment can now be completed in as little as 
one single visit with our methods. 

Dental Lasers

We use an advanced dental laser to gently and effectively treat the ravages of 
gum disease. We can also use it for small Þllings, often without any numbing! 

We use lasers for a procedure we call LBR - laser bacterial reduction, reduce 
bacteria levels to help your gum tissues stay healthy. They can also be used to 
help your body regenerate broken down gum tissues with a procedure called 
LNAP, which stands for laser assisted new attachment protocol.

We can use the laser to speed the recovery of cold sores, remove annoying 
lumps and bumps, and treat sensitive teeth.

The laser can also be used to gently and artistically refashion the gum line. It 
can turn short teeth or a gummy smile into the smile you've always wanted. It 
also improves the result and accuracy of complicated dental procedures.

Advanced Local Antibiotics Puts Treatment in Just the Spot That Needs It

For clients undergoing treatment to halt infections in the gum and bones that cause tooth loss, 

antibiotic is more effective because the infection is "hit hard" by its direct application to the 
problem. It also means that you don't expose your whole body to an antibiotic, so that 
medicine will remain more effective in the future against bacteria.

Medical Topical Anesthetic Pastes Ensure No More Pain

Say good-bye to feeling the dreaded anesthetic needle. I use a medical breakthrough that is a special medical grade 
anesthetic paste. It allows for more comfortable injections. 

One-Visit Laser Root Canals Are More Comfortable and Take Less Time

The root canal is a procedure that has kept many people away from the dental ofÞce-including 
those who might not need one--due to the bad reputation behind the term. Much of the fear came 
not so much from the discomfort, but from the technique used. In many ofÞces, it's still a manual 
and imprecise mechanical process.

At my ofÞce, I use the latest technology. I can precisely locate the apex of the root electronically 
and with a computer-controlled device. I can then remove the damaged or diseased root efÞciently 
and more comfortably.

We are also one of the Þrst 50 dental ofÞces worldwide to use our laser in root canals, making 
treatment easier and more comfortable. Learn more about the “PiPs” laser technique online @ 

PIPS-endo.com - Photoacustic endodontics using PIPS® technique

our hygienists often use a type of antibiotic that is completely painless. This means the 

Ultrasonic Gum Technology with Antibacterial Medication Reduces Gum Surgeries
Ultrasonic gum technology improves treatment results of gum disease therapy. It’s the latest 
scientific therapy for combating gum and bone disease and allows us to customize treatment  
to each patient’s unique needs. It also reduces the need for traditional gum surgery.

Cosmetic Smile Simulations—See Your New Smile in a Matter of Hours.
Smilevision is a technologically advanced cosmetic imaging system that allows our patients  
to see an actual image of themselves and their new smile before treatment even begins. 

Cosmetic Dentures – 
So Real They Fool other Dentists
Cosmetic dentures allow for superior fit, superior cosmetics,  
and lifelike results for those who require them.

Digital X-rays
We offer high quality x-rays with up to 90% radiation reduction compared to standard dental x-rays.

Digital Photography
We use email transmission of photographs for consultations and rapid simulation of your new smile.

Green Office - Mercury Separation
A mercury separator keeps mercury from the removal of old “silver” fillings from entering the waste 
stream (we don’t use mercury in any of our procedures).

Electronic Dental Insurance Claim Transmission
We have the ability to check benefits and submit claims more rapidly.

Ultimate Power Bleaching
We offer deep teeth bleaching through ZOOM! Whitening.
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infection before it causes physical destruction or loss 
of bony support around your teeth. 

•  Prevents cross contamination – Decontamination minimizes the chance that we inadvertently  
pick up bacterial infection in one area of the mouth and move it to another.

We can use the laser to speed the recovery of cold sores, remove annoying lumps and bumps,  
and treat sensitive teeth.

The laser can also be used to gently and artistically refashion the gum line. It can turn short teeth  
or a gummy smile into the smile you’ve always wanted. It also improves the result and accuracy  
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Advanced Local Antibiotics Puts Treatment in Just the Spot That Needs It

For clients undergoing treatment to halt infections in the gum and bones 
that cause tooth loss, our hygienists often use a type of antibiotic that is 
completely painless. The antibiotic is more effective because the infection 
is “hit hard” by its direct application to the problem area. It also means that 

you don’t expose your whole body to an antibiotic, so that medicine will 
remain more effective in the future against bacteria.

Medical Topical Anesthetic Pastes Ensure No More Pain

Say good-bye to feeling the dreaded anesthetic needle. We use a medical 
breakthrough that is a special medical grade anesthetic paste. It allows for 
more comfortable injections.

Dental Implants (Tooth replacement) The ultimate in dentistry
Replace missing teeth, bridges, dentures, and partial dentures in order to 
allow you to return to normal chewing. For those with dentures or with 
missing teeth, implants are the most life changing service dentistry offers. 
Implants stop bone loss and facial changes related to missing teeth. They can 
also offer an alternative to root canals in some cases and reduces the chance 
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Even the most fearful clients can say goodbye to the white knuckle experience of going to the dentist.

If you've avoided the dentist for years due to bad experiences in the past, you can now comfortably snooze through 
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The root canal is a procedure that has kept many people away from the dental ofÞce-including 
those who might not need one--due to the bad reputation behind the term. Much of the fear came 
not so much from the discomfort, but from the technique used. In many ofÞces, it's still a manual 
and imprecise mechanical process.

At my ofÞce, I use the latest technology. I can precisely locate the apex of the root electronically 
and with a computer-controlled device. I can then remove the damaged or diseased root efÞciently 
and more comfortably.

We are also one of the Þrst 50 dental ofÞces worldwide to use our laser in root canals, making 
treatment easier and more comfortable. Learn more about the “PiPs” laser technique online @ 

PIPS-endo.com - Photoacustic endodontics using PIPS® technique

our hygienists often use a type of antibiotic that is completely painless. This means the 

Ultrasonic Gum Technology with Antibacterial Medication Reduces Gum Surgeries
Ultrasonic gum technology improves treatment results of gum disease therapy. It’s the latest 
scientific therapy for combating gum and bone disease and allows us to customize treatment  
to each patient’s unique needs. It also reduces the need for traditional gum surgery.

Cosmetic Smile Simulations—See Your New Smile in a Matter of Hours.
Smilevision is a technologically advanced cosmetic imaging system that allows our patients  
to see an actual image of themselves and their new smile before treatment even begins. 

Cosmetic Dentures – 
So Real They Fool other Dentists
Cosmetic dentures allow for superior fit, superior cosmetics,  
and lifelike results for those who require them.

Digital X-rays
We offer high quality x-rays with up to 90% radiation reduction compared to standard dental x-rays.

Digital Photography
We use email transmission of photographs for consultations and rapid simulation of your new smile.

Green Office - Mercury Separation
A mercury separator keeps mercury from the removal of old “silver” fillings from entering the waste 
stream (we don’t use mercury in any of our procedures).

Electronic Dental Insurance Claim Transmission
We have the ability to check benefits and submit claims more rapidly.

Ultimate Power Bleaching
We offer deep teeth bleaching through ZOOM! Whitening.
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Ultrasonic Gum Technology with Antibacterial Medication Reduces Gum Surgeries
Ultrasonic gum technology improves treatment results of gum disease therapy. It’s the latest 
scientific therapy for combating gum and bone disease and allows us to customize treatment  
to each patient’s unique needs. It also reduces the need for traditional gum surgery.

Cosmetic Smile Simulations—See Your New Smile in a Matter of Days.
Smilevision is a technologically advanced cosmetic imaging system that allows our patients  
to see an actual image of themselves and their new smile before treatment even begins. 

Cosmetic Dentures – 
So Real They Fool other Dentists
Cosmetic dentures allow for superior fit, superior cosmetics,  
and lifelike results for those who require them.

Digital X-rays
We offer high quality x-rays with up to 90% radiation reduction compared to standard dental x-rays.

Digital Photography
We use email transmission of photographs for consultations and rapid simulation of your new smile.

Green Office - Mercury Separation
A mercury separator keeps mercury from the removal of old “silver” fillings from entering the waste 
stream (we don’t use mercury in any of our procedures).

Electronic Dental Insurance Claim Transmission
We have the ability to check benefits and submit claims more rapidly.

Ultimate Power Bleaching
We offer deep teeth bleaching through ZOOM! Whitening.



Come Smile with Us!
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Hebert Dental

4710 Commerce Valley Road
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54701

www.hebertdental.com
(715) 835-0606




